Homework for the competition
do my math homework for me

Now let's look at a specific example of homework. Suppose you have to take part in the
Inter-University event called "Young Politician". The homework of this competition is to create a
spectacular greeting of his own person. After all, this competition will most likely be, in another
university, where no one knows about you and has no idea who you are. Your self-presentation will
solve the problem described. Plus, you have a unique opportunity to produce the right first
impression - the impression that "imprinted" into the consciousness of the jury members.
Victory in the competition
Yes, work you have to have serious, however, if you successfully imagine before the public (along
the way, after performing your homework), the probability of victory in this competition will noticeably
increase. Do not be like everyone else. Come up with something original and memorable. To do
this, work closely with your assistant, carry out a "brainstorm", which will contribute to the generation
of interesting proposals on a more unforgettable self-study for the public.
In short, surprise the people! He loves the spectacle. And since he loves the spectacle, give him a
duck! Immediately!
This is especially true of jury members. Most likely, there will be people of solid age, with various
regalia and the "covered" eye. Believe me, behind their shoulders no longer one dozen of various
contests, where, in most cases, the same thing happens. The same thing ... same. Agree that you
can even read the phrase "same" several times boring, and what to say about the members of the
jury, which from year to year look at the same program.
Break stereotypes, declare yourself on all one hundred. Let them talk about you in the auditorium.
Light the public!
3. Find out everything and everything about the competition.
In addition to the fact that you will prepare for any homework, in order to win in the contest of one
homework. To win, you need to thoroughly explore the entire competitive program.
You must learn the following: What events will be held at the competition? How many people will
take part in the competition? On the basis of which institution will be a competition? Who will be
members of the jury of this contest? Who organizes this event?
Answers to these and other related to these questions will give you an indisputable competitive
advantage.

Where can I get information on these issues?
First, if you participate in the competition, then someone must inform you about the existence of this
competition. It is so? So. Accordingly, this person should have a contest program, i.e. Exemplary
plan of competitive events. Such a program must exist at least in serious contests certainly. This can
not even doubt it.
Information from the program (provisions) about the competition will give you the primary (starting)
information, which will give you a mass of food for a detailed understanding. Remember that who
owns information, he owns the world. Primary information, in most cases, is not enough. You need
to "dig" further. You will need more detailed information.
Where to take it? We think it's you understand. On the Internet, you can now find the most different
information. There would be a desire. Why do you ask you, do you need these additional
information? Everything is extremely simple. You need to know what you can not know your
potential competitors of the dash opponents in the competition.
Victory Plan in the Competition
For example, you know the list of jury members. Well, you know, you, and what now? So the
amateur arises. And the pros immediately cuts out that if he learns something like a member of a
jury (and especially about the President of the Jury, because it is he who takes the final decision),
for example, the spheres of interests or hobbies of members of the jury (someone From them is fond
of fishing by someone tennis, etc.), then these secondary knowledge can be good to "fasten" to their
participation in the competition.
For example, in the same homework, where you need to imagine yourself, tell me that you are very
passionately fond of ... What do you think than? Correctly fishing, tennis, something else, in general,
all the way jury members are interested in. We think that you thought caught, and further it will not
be difficult for you.
Now you know that the collection of primary and secondary information that concerns the upcoming
contest is the trick that will help you get the cherished prize and win the competition.

